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ANGLO-AMERICAN RELATIONS

The following are extracts from a speech made by Mr, Ronald Tree, M,P,
,

parliamentary private Secretary to the Ministry of Information at the New

Cinema, Edinburgh, at 7 p.m. today. -

he all welcome the conception of/partnership of the United Nations, based on common

sacrifice, which will endure, not only for the period of the war, but in these difficult

years of recovery and reconstruction that Will follow with the peace. Equally, I think,

most of us believe that the keystone of this arch must be based on Anglo-American

relationship.

The truth is that the prime interest of all the United Nations must be to preserve and

extend the union of hearts between the British and American peoples’, On that foundation

and only on that foundation can we rebuild a peaceful and prosperous world based on

the rule of law.

Lately there has developed a tendency in the United States to criticise certain

aspects of British life and policy. This criticism naturally rouses considerable

resentment here. To those on both sides of the argument I would say this, don't let

us forget that the things that unite us are far greater than those that separate us.

On the credit side, we are inseparably united in the resolve to end the curse of

recurring wars and to redress those social evils which are their breeding ground, he

both believe in a community of self-governing Nations fully restored to independence

cooperating together to achieve Free Trade; in a free access to raw materials; in

improving the' standards bf living of the people, and finally on some form of

collective system of defence, 1

On the debit side the problems that tend to make for criticism between us centre

round our policy in India and about our Colonial Empire, Much of it is made in

perfectly good faith coupled with a complete lack of knowledge or understanding.

If our American friends would examine closely the workings of the British Common-

wealth, they would see in it the other great world experiment in the Federal

principle , Once this was grasped many misconceptions would automatically be cleared

away. The American Federation of 48 States and the British Commonwealth of

Dominions and crown Colonies differ greatly as political units but the spirit that

animates them is much the same. Our purpose is that the various members of the

Imperial family shall work towards a fuller expression and a more prosperous

existance, Re both have faith that unity and order ore the condition of man’s

freedom; that anything else leads to disruption and enslavement. We are both

of us learning too the bitter lesson that freedom cannot exist in a vacuum and that

progress will die unless its peoples take the trouble to defend it.

If we are able to make the . American people realise that our Imperial aims are

directed in exactly the same channel as their own, namely, to safeguard the steady

growth of self-Government and the pursuit of happiness for all the members of this

Commonwealth, then lam quite sure of a sympathetic response. It is an idea that

is in harmony with their own political instincts and with the underlying principles
of their history. Even more, if we are to show to the world that the Federal

system of Government provides the greatest happiness for its peoples, there may
well be a chance that out of the chance? that out of the chaos and anarchy that

will be Europe when the war ends, a new state of society, based on those same

Federal principles, may arise anew.
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